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ABSTRACT: Storage plays an important role in cloud 

computing, the information are stored in data centre on cloud to 

access the data from anywhere throw internet. Three different 

types of clouds are available for storing the data such as Private 

Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. This paper is to know the 

flexibility and efficiency of Cloud Computing in Public Cloud. 

Now a day’s various cloud storage applications are available in 

Public Cloud, in low cost with lots of flexibility to the user. 

Among this three different clouds, Public Cloud is available for 

all types of web user but its security risk factor is high because 

data can be hack by intruders on brute force attack. Cloud 

storage makes the person to do their work easily from anywhere 

with the help of internet connection, it reduce the secondary 

device to store the data. 

Keyword: Cloud Storage, Distributed Computing and Data 

Centre. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing makes the web user to access the 

information all over the world through internet. Cloud 

storage reduces the secondary device, user no need to carry 

their information in external devices, whatever the details 

they kept in cloud can be accessible from anywhere. User 

can store all types of information such as text, picture, 

audio, video and application can also be deployed in cloud 

storage.  In cloud three major services are provided to the 

user such as 
1
Software as a Service (SaaS), 

2
Platform as a 

Service (PaaS) and 
3
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).  

1
SaaS is used to build the software according to user 

requirements. 
2
PaaS provides an individual framework for 

the user to run or install their software in system according 

to their use. 
3
IaaS provides an infrastructure for the user to 

store, to retrieve, to search the data in cloud.  Cloud 

computing offers three different types of clouds such as 

private cloud, public cloud and hybrid cloud.  

All this three clouds can be used to store the data in cloud, 

private cloud is secure to store the data because the details 

stored in that cloud can be access by individual user who 

paid to use that cloud so, security risk is very low in private 

cloud. 
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Figure 1: Services of Cloud Computing 

 

In public cloud all types of user can access in free of cost 

for certain limitations but security risk is high in this cloud 

because n numbers of hackers are involved to hack the data. 

Hybrid cloud can be used as both private and public cloud 

so security risk is low while comparing with public cloud. 

2. DATA STORAGE IN PUBLIC CLOUD  

Public cloud provides the services with the use of internet 

to make resources such as application and storage, available 

to the general public user on the public cloud. It contains 

computing service and storage service, computing serves the 

user to do all types of their work through internet 

connection. Storage is used to store public user data in cloud 

to access their information from any type devices through 

internet such as laptop, tablet and mobile. 

Cloud Storage provides the flexibility to the user to access 

the data from anywhere threw internet, encryption is a 

technique to secrete the data from hackers. The original data 

which is said to be normal human readable text/data are 

converted to human unreadable text/data because if the 

hackers hack the information from cloud they cannot able to 

read the text which is stored in the cloud. The data which is 

stored can text, image, audio, video or any other type of 

format according the user. Main risk arise in public cloud is 

“Brute Force Attack”. 

Public cloud data can be hacked by tracing the user name 

and password of the account or by guessing the password 

(brute force attack) of the account to hack the data from the 

cloud;  this type of hackers are involved at the end point of 

the application but some hackers are involved at the point of 

communication channel itself, so on that time our cloud 

storage providers should be secure to protect the data from 

various hackers, this paper helps you to choose the good 

cloud storage providers to store the data in cloud. 

The figure2 shows the best three cloud storage providers 

in public cloud such as Dropbox, Google Drive and  
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OneDrive.  Now in trend; different public cloud storage 

providers are available, but this three are most commonly 

used public cloud storage among organisation, business and 

for a single users too. Data which are stored in this clouds 

are very reliable and easy to access the file from anywhere 

with all type of devices such as computers, labtops, tablets 

and mobiles. 

 
Figure 2: Public Cloud Storage Providers 

2.1 Dropbox 

Dropbox is one of the most common public cloud storage 

used by the web user to store their information such as 

audio, video, text, picture and any format of data. Dropbox 

is extremely convenient to user, information stored in cloud 

can be access easily and the stored files can be shared easily. 

Dropbox provides 2GB of free space; this free space can be 

increase to 16 GB by referring dropbox to the other user. 

Speed limit of file uploading and downloading depends 

upon the broadband user choice. 

Verification process in dropbox: 

Step l: Password protection (Two step authentication 

process) 

Step 2: Additionally it use the extra text send to the 

personal phone number of the user at the time of Dropbox 

account creation.  

Step 3: Encryption done at the time of uploading the file 

in cloud (256 bit AES key encryption) 

Encryption technique is used in dropbox to store the data 

in public cloud, encryption mean transferring the original 

text into human unreadable text to secure the data over 

cloud; data can be decrypt when user require to read the file 

from the cloud. Dropbox use 256 bit Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) to secure the data from hackers in the cloud. 

It uses Secure Socket layer with transport layer to transfer 

the information in secure manner in cloud, it creates the 

secure tunnel protector by 128 bit AES.  

2.2 Google Drive 

Google Drive is also one of the most common public 

cloud storage used by the web user to store their information 

in cloud. In Google drive it is easy to make manipulation in 

the cloud file and it can be access from various devices. It 

offers 15GB of space for the Google drive users to store the 

data in cloud, it supports in all types of devices. The files 

which are stored in drive can be shared easily among the 

web user. 

Verification process in Google Drive: 

Step l: Password protection (Two step authentication 

process) 

Step 2: Additionally it create one Google folder in 

Boxcryptor (creates a virtual drive on system) for 

encryption.  

Step 3: End-to-End encryption with zero knowledge 

standard. 

Google drive supports multiple uploads simultaneously. 

Uploading the file or downloading the file is done as quickly 

as possible. Boxcryptor is used for encryption in the Google 

drive cloud. It supports End - to - End encryption with zero 

knowledge standard (no one can hack the data). Boxcryptor 

create one Google folder to encrypt the file which are 

uploaded by the user, it creates the virtual drive on device.  

2.3 OneDrive 

OneDrive has a close collaboration with office on social 

network; it is also one of the public cloud storage used 

among the web user. OneDrive provides 15GB of free space 

to store the data in cloud; it is very easy to organize the file 

in cloud. It supports 256 bit encryption technique while 

uploading the file but after that no encryptions are provided 

on storage. 

Verification process in OneDrive: 

Step l: Password protection (Two step authentication 

process) 

Step 2: Sharing choices (Default permission to share files 

with different user) 

Step 3: Encryption done at the time of syncing the file in 

cloud (256 bit encryption) 

The speed limit of uploading and downloading file in 

cloud can be done in “kilobytes-per-second” but at the same 

time we can change the speed manually also. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

Storage Providers Free usage 1TB cost Encryption Speed Limit 

Dropbox 2GB but user can use 16 

GB by referring. 

736.25 AES,256-bit 

encrytion 

Depends upon the 

broadband user choice 
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Google Drive 15 GB 736.25 but we 

can use till 2TB 

Boxcryptor 

(Chunk key & 

Wrapping key) 

Upload the file as quick as 

possible 

OneDrive Scaled down from 5GB 

to 15GB 

589 256-bit 

encryption 

Kilobytes per second but 

speed can change 

manually 

Comparison table between public cloud storage providers 

CONCLUSION 

Cloud storage plays an important role in cloud computing 

because we can access the data from cloud at anytime from 

anywhere on the internet. Public cloud offers the user to 

store their data in free of cost at certain limitations, all the 

three cloud storage providers are user friendly to store the 

data in cloud but it has some cons also such as Dropbox 

details can be access by the administrators or developers 

who maintain it; Google Drive speed become low at the 

time of millions user access; in OneDrive no encryption 

after uploading the files. Among these three providers 

Google drive is good to store the data on public cloud on 

secure manner.  
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